
Ref: AISV-15th WR- 7th AUGUST TO 11th AUGUST 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-15th WR-
7th AUGUST TO 11th AUGUST 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss A group discussion was done on National
symbols in their own way of understanding.

Pre-writing skills Tracing and colouring on the Zigzag lines were
done to enhance their prewriting skills.

Literacy skills Little ones were introduced to the new letter Z
and coloured the picture of Zebra.

Pre-Math skills Teeny weeny hands wiggled their fingers to
enhance their counting skills.

GK(picture talk) Introduction of Green colour and related
activity was done. Tiny tots took a round of the
school garden too.



Motor skills(fine/gross) Enthusiastic florets went to the school ground
and walked on the Zigzag lines.

Rhymes & Stories Toddlers revised all the rhymes done uptill now
through the action and also were introduced to
a new rhyme Row row row your boat.

Art and Craft Junior artists filled the colour in the Tiranga and
also did leaves pasting for making the picture
of the tree.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Little scholars solved the puzzles and created
an image as drawn on the box of the puzzle
box.

Literacy skills Little kids were introduced to the letter Uu. And
they revised letters Ss and Tt. And also they
were introduced to ‘e’ family words (ed and eg).

Numeracy skills Little stars were introduced to the new number
18, 19 and 20 through Tens and ones concept.
And also were introduced to a new shape ‘Star’.

Language smart (Hindi) Kids were introduced to �वर ओ they traced and
practised the same in their T.B. And kids also
revised �वर ए and they practised the same in
their N.B.

GK(picture talk) Little ones were introduced to the topic “My
Neighbourhood”.

Art & Craft Little Artist coloured Carrot and a Star.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little Champs made Tri colour Lotus (Orange,
White and Green) with paper.



Rhymes & Stories Little singers were introduced to a new rhyme
‘Orange and Lemon’.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Literacy skills Introduction of 'ck' words were done and
different patterns were introduced for the
beginning practice of cursive writing.

Numeracy skills Students practised writing numbers 61 to 70.
Little Champs were also introduced to the
concept of greater than,less than and equal to.

Language smart (Hindi) Little stars were introduced to the vyanjan द,
ध, न .They practised writing it along with the
textual rhyme.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little Champs practised tracing different
patterns and vyanjans on sand tracing wooden
plates.

Rhymes & Stories Munchkins were introduced to the new rhyme
of Kangaroo and they have revised the rhyme
of animal homes.

GK(picture talk) Students were explained about wild animals
and they practised writing difficult words too.

Art & Craft Toddlers enjoyed the colouring in the image of
cat and rat.



Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills English Stencil - "Just Like Me" difficult words, textual
exercises.

English Grammar - concept of - Him, Her, It, Them, This,
That, These, Those done.

Numeracy skills Students did addition and subtraction up to 50 on the
number grid, on the number line, by crossing out and
vertically.

Mental Maths - Kids enjoyed numbers addition by playing
the Dart game.

Science around us Animals world - Difficult words, Fill in the blanks, revision
was done.

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�या�थ�य� ने उ क� मा�ा वाले वा�य और ऊ क� मा�ा वाले श�द और
वण�माला का पठन और अ�यास काय� पणू� �कया ।

Language Smart -
Gujarati

Kids revised names of places and flowers in Gujarati.



Life skills Kids were taught about classroom rules and regulation, 3
magic words and shown videos.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Students wrote questions-answers of L-2 Types of
Computers in their notebook.

Alphanumeric Kids learnt 2 digit addition and subtraction digitally and did
practice of This, That, These, Those sentence by seeing
objects.

G.K Wrote about the last 4 Planets (2 points each) in G.K
notebook.

Art & Craft Little champs had drawn a beautiful Flower Vase.

Library Little champs enjoyed a storytelling and reading session
on story “The lion and the mouse” during the library
period.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the occasion of
Independence day.

Music Kids enjoyed singing a patriotic song ‘Yeh desh hai veer
jawano ka’.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Students revised L.4 - 'Adjectives' and
did textual exercises of the topic - My/Our/Your.

English Stencil - Students wrote word meanings and
question - answers of ch.4 'What's Neema Eating Today?'.

English Cafe - Students practised 'this or that' in their
textbook.

Numeracy skills Maths - Students practised addition of bigger numbers with
sums, question-answers and word problems from ch.4
'Addition of bigger numbers' in their notebooks.

Mental Maths - Students practised word problems in the
notebook of ch.4 'Addition of bigger numbers'.

Science around
us

Kids practised textual exercises of chapter-8 Animals in the
Jungle along with difficult words in their notebooks.

Language Smart
- Hindi

छा�� ने पाठ चूँ- चूँ ,�याऊँ-�याऊँ का अ�यास काय� �कया और �याकरण म�
पाठ एक- अनेक का पनुरावत�न �कया।

Life Skills Story of Independence Day was shown and explained in
class to learn the sacrifices of freedom fighters to achieve
independence for the country.



G.K Students had written First 4 Planets (2 points each)in G.K
notebook.

Tech Smart -
Computer

Little kids practised writing and solving their computer
worksheets.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured 'temple' in an Art & Craft book.
Children also did collage activity as part of
IndependenceDay celebration.

Library Students enjoyed the puppet show based on the story of
"The Sun and the Animals". Even they participated in the
puppet show.

Music Kids enthusiastically practised patriotic songs for
Independence day celebration.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the occasion of
Independence day.

Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
and crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer



PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English Chapter -5,Hide and seek, answer the following questions
explained and done in the class.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter of Birds wherein
they were explained the parts of a bird’s body, how they fly,
types of feathers and different types of beaks. Difficult words
of the same were done in the class.

Mathematics 3A - Completed ch-4 Multiplication. New chapter division
started where the explanation of division as repeated
subtraction was done and number stories related to it were
solved. Textual exercise was also solved.
3 B/C - Explanation of division using tables and long division
method was done. Textual exercises were solved.

Hindi
3A/B/C पाठ �ाथ�ना मं�दर, छा�� ने पाठ के अतंग�त आने वाले सभी अ�यास
काय� एवं ��न उ�र को क�ा म� पणू� �कया। क�ा के अतंग�त पनुरावत�न का काय�
भी कराया गया।

Music Students learnt patriotic songs .

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup and revised and
danced to the songs they have learnt till now.

Computer Students learnt the theory of chapter-3 More on Windows OS
with its practical and textual exercise.

Library time Students enjoyed story telling of Arabian Nights and read
the same during Library period.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Drawn and coloured a mask from their respective state.

EPS Story cubes were introduced in Grade 3. Students tossed the
story cubes and were given a task to connect the pictures on
the cubes to form various sentences.

Grade 4



English
English Grammar: Qualifying adjectives, Quantifying
Adjectives and Adjectives of number were explained and
discussed in the class.Textual exercises were also done in
the class.
English Literature : Questions and answers of ch-4 Nina and
Buggy were done in the class.

Maths Explanation of Multiples and factors was done. Textual
exercises related to the topic were solved.

Science Explanation of the chapter How Our Body Works is going
on in the class.

Social Studies 4 A/B - Textual exercises of the chapter Our Government
were done in the class.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “मम क�ा “ अ�यास काय� �कया | नया पाठ “कः अहं” म� �याकरण म�
सव�नाम “अहम ् और मम” के बारे म� जाना | एवं पाठ का पठन �कया,भाषांतर
�कया,अ�यास काय� �कया | स�जी के नाम और फल के नाम सं�कृत म� लेखन
और पठन �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "�ણ માછલીઓ" પાઠને વગ� સમ� પા�ો �ારા ર�ૂ ક�ુ� અને

તે� ું વાચંન કર� ��ોની ચચા� અને લેખન ક�ુ�. "જળચર �ાણીઓ , �લો ના
નામ અને મ�હનાના નામ , અઠવા�ડયાના નામ" ની સમજ મેળવી અને તેની

ચચા� કર� લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi पाठ-8, द��ा क� देन, �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ को पंि�तब�ध समझाया गया व पाठ
से संबं�धत सभी ��न उ�र व अ�यास ��न कराए गए।
4B/C- �याकरण ल�तका, �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ '��या �वशषेण' से संबं�धत
सभी प�रभाषाएं उदाहरण �वारा समझाइ गई व अ�यास ��न कराए गए।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup and revised and
danced to the songs they have learnt till now.

Library time Students enjoyed story telling of Arabian Nights and read
the same during Library period.

Music Students learned patriotic song .

Art & Craft They have drawn and coloured headgear of their respective
state in the sketch book.

EPS Students were given a task of show and tell wherein they
will draw or show pictures of any of the national symbols
and speak a few lines upto 2 mins for the same.



Grade 5

English In C5-A, Students were introduced to the new chapter of Sophie
meets BFG. They wrote and learnt difficult words and word
meanings. Explanation of the same was done in class.
C5B - Poem : COLICO PIE was explained and read in the class.
Textual exercises were also discussed and done.
SOPHIE MEETS BFG was read and explained in the class.

Social Studies C5-B explained ch-12 people sail to distant Lands with
exercises.
In C5-A , Chapter-12, People sail to distant lands, explained
and discussed in the class. Textual exercises were also done in
the class.

Science Explanation of the chapter The Sun, The Earth and The Moon
is going on in the class.

Maths Students Learnt the concept of finding Average and solved the
number stories based on the same. A new chapter of factors
and multiples was introduced with an activity of number grid.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં "સ�ંા" ની સમજ મેળવી તેની ચચા� કર� લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� नेनया पाठ “ वयं केन �कं कुम�ः “ के �याकरण म� “ततृीया �वभि�त” के बारे
म� जाना और समझा एवं पठन और भाषांतर �कया |

Hindi ग�रमा -पाठ ६ अ�बा के अतंग�त आने वाले सभी ��न उ�र तथा अ�यास काय� को
क�ा म� पणू� �कया गया।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Library Time Students enjoyed and presented small summaries on issued
books and the Gk books circulation process done.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup and revised and
danced to the songs they have learnt till now.

Computer Students learn Practical on Ms Excel-2016

Music Students learned patriotic songs .

Art & Craft They have drawn and coloured masks of their respective state
in the sketch book.



EPS ‘Weave the tales’ from the characters of the Eastern and
Western tales activity was conducted in class . The same
activity will be conducted in the EPS class next week as well so
students are asked to prepare well for the same. The time
duration will be minimum 2 mins and maximum 3 minutes.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students completed the textual exercise of ‘Gupi and Bagha
Began their Journey’. Students were introduced with a new
prose ‘The Open Window’. Explanation of the same was done
in the class.

Mathematics Section A: Students were introduced to a new chapter Basic
Geometrical Ideas, wherein they learnt about basic
geometrical concepts, types of lines, curves, types of curves,
interior and exterior curves and polygons and based on it
textual exercise was solved.
Section B: Concept of Decimals explained and based on it
Exercise 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 solved in the class.

Science Section A: Explanation of the chapter Getting to Know
plants was done in the class.
Section B: Students were introduced to a new chapter
Getting to Know Plants, wherein they learnt about the parts
of a plant, the root system and modifications of root.

Social Science Geography chapter-2 explanation of Motion of the Earth was
done in the class.

Hindi पाठ-8, तांगेवाला, पाठ से संबं�धत अ�धकतम श�द तथा म�ूय आधा�रत ��न
उ�र समझाए व �लखवाए गए।
�याकरण- पाठ-10, सव�नाम, �व�या�थ�य� को सव�नाम का अथ�,प�रभाषा व �कार
उदाहरण क� सहायता से समझाए गए तथा अ�यास ��न करवाए गए।

Sanskrit छा�� ने “सिु�त�तबक:” के �लोक का गान �कया, भाषांतर �कया और अ�यास
काय� �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં "સ�ંા" ની સમજ મેળવી તેની ચચા� કર� લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Students learnt How to edit pictures in GIMP and did practical
work for the same.

PE Students enjoyed sitting Dodgeball game.



Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup and revised and
danced to the songs they have learnt till now.

Music Students learnt patriotic songs and youth day songs.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading GK books and issued the same
during the library period.

Effective Public
Speaking

Review of all the activities done up till now done in the class.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured tribal masks of their respective
state in the sketch book.

Grade 7

English Explanation and textual exercise of the chapter ‘Zoo’ was done
in the class. Students were introduced with a new prose ‘The
Black Beauty’. Textual exercise of the same was done in the
class.

Mathematics Section A & B: Students were introduced to a new chapter
‘Triangle and Its Properties’,wherein they learnt about the
triangle classification based on the length of the sides and
measure of angles, Altitude and Median of a triangle. Textual
exercise based on it was done in the class.

Science Section A: Explanation of the chapter Soil continued in the
class.
Section B: Students were introduced to a new chapter Soil
wherein they learnt about Formation of soil, physical weathering
and chemical weathering.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 8 '�सदंबाद' के ��न- उ�र क�ा अतंग�त �कये।

Sanskrit

Social Science

छा�� ने “संक�पः �स��धदायकः” का पठन �कया,भाषांतर और �याकरण म� “ल�
-लकार” के बारे म� जाना और समझा |

Civics Ch-2 Role of the government started.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં "સ�ંા" અને “િવશષેણ” ની સમજ મેળવી તેની ચચા�

કર� લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Different filters on Images using GIMP were explained in the
class.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup and revised and
danced to the songs they have learnt till now.

Music Students learned patriotic song and youth day song .



PE Students enjoyed sitting Dodgeball game.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading Gk books, fiction, non fiction books
during the library period.

Effective Public
Speaking

Review of all the activities done up till now done in the class.
Students shared their field trip experience in the class.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured tribal mask of their respective state
in the sketch book.

Grade 8

English ENGLISH GRAMMAR: Explained about distributives and
interrogative determiners. Textual exercises from the same
were also done in the class.
Chapter-4: Explained and discussed about the types of
adjectives. Differences between INTENSIFIERS and
MITIGATORS were also discussed in the class.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter Factorisation, Exercise-7.1
solved till Q6 solved in the class.
Chapter 8- Exercise done till 8.2 in the class.

Science The chapter Conservation of Plants and Animals was
completed with the discussion of Textual Exercise.

Social Science
(Civics)

In the ongoing chapter ‘Understanding Laws’ students
learnt about unpopular and Controversial Laws & Story of Rosa
Park.

Social Science
(Geography)

Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Agriculture’
wherein they came to know about Agriculture and primary
activities, & Farm system.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “भारतजनताअहम”् के �लोक का गान �कया ,भाषांतर �कया और अ�यास
काय� �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં "સ�ંા" અને “િવશષેણ” ની સમજ મેળવી તેની ચચા�

કર� લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ 8 'सरोज �ी- सरोद- रानी' को पढ़ा एवं क�ा अतंग�त ��न-
उ�र �कए।

Computer AI Application & disadvantages of AI explained in the class

PE Students enjoyed sitting Dodgeball game in PE Class.

Music Students learned patriotic song and youth day song .

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup and revised and



danced to the songs they have learnt till now.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured a traditional Assami lady on a
separate sheet.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

English Analytical Paragraph Writing was introduced, practised
and exercises for the same were given. Bar Graphs, Line
Graphs & Data-Tales were analysed for the same.

Mathematics Lab activity done in class with lab manual.
Revision was done from the chapter Number System.

Science-Physics Completed the chapter Forces and laws of motion with
numericals.

Science- Biology The types of plant meristems and their role in plant growth
was discussed from the chapter Tissues.

Science- Practical Students prepared a temporary slide of human cheek
epithelium and observed the cells under the microscope.

SS- History From the Chapter ‘Socialism in Europe and Russian
Revolution' students came to know about Collectivisation
&, the global influence of russian revolution and USSR.
Students were introduced with the new chapter ‘Nazism
and the Rise of Hitler.’

SS- Geography Students were introduced with a new chapter 'Drainage'.
Wherein students understood about the river, tributes of
Himalayan Rivers and Peninsular Rivers.

Computer Operating system and different computer operating
system.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने अनौपचा�रक प�� के अतंग�त '�नमं�ण प� एवं संवेदना प��'
को समझा।



Library Time Students have seen videos of ted talks on better Reader
and reading habits.

PE Students enjoyed sitting Dodgeball and kho-kho game in
PE CLASS.

Art & Craft They have drawn and coloured a Kashmiri lady in the boat
on a separate sheet.

Grade 10

English Reporting Conversations were practised in the class.
Analytical Paragraph Writing was introduced, practised
and exercises for the same were given. Bar Graphs, Line
Graphs & Data-Tales were analysed for the same.

Mathematics Started with a new chapter “Area Related to Circle” and
students have solved textual sums based on area of circle.

Chemistry Students appeared for class test.

Biology Students solved additional problems related to Mendel’s
dihybrid cross from the chapter Heredity.

Physics Electric circuits, its types , components, symbols and circuit
diagrams were explained from the chapter, ‘Electricity’.

Science Practical The students wrote the experiments, ‘Verification of Ohm’s
Law’ in their practical journal.

SS - Geography Students were introduced with a new chapter
'Agriculture'. Wherein they came to know about Food
Crops and Non-Food crops.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने औपचा�रक प�� के अतंग�त '�ाथ�ना प� एवं संपादक�य प��' को
समझा।

Computer Students Computer Actiity on Differant IT related topics.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students enjoyed sitting Dodgeball and played Football
game in PE Class.

Library Time Students have referred some subject books, fiction, non
fiction books during library period.



Art & Craft They have completed the colouring in the printed out of
tribal people of Meghalaya.

Grade 11- Science

English Poem: Voice of the Rain was read & explained in the
class. The summary of the poem was written by the
students.

Physics Continuing with the chapter Motion in a plane wherein
the topics triangle laws, parallelogram law graphical
representation, analytical representation and resolution of
vectors were explained to the students.
The 3 laws of motion were explained from the chapter,
‘Laws of Motion’.

Physics Practical Find the weight of a given body by using the parallelogram
law of vectors.

Chemistry Completed chapter Chemical bonding and molecular
structure and practice of questions related to Molecular
orbital diagram was done in the class.

Biology Continuing the chapter Cell- The unit of life, the
structure and functions of plasma membrane, cell wall , ER
, Golgi bodies etc are discussed.

Mathematics Completed “ Probability ” chapter and students have
solved all textual sums.

Computer Practical on Exception Handling.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

Business Studies Chapter 4- Business Services was introduced, its features
were explained.

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of writing journal entries. They will now be
able to solve sums by using the fundamental principles of
accounting.



Computer Practical on Exception Handling.

English Poem: Voice of the Rain was read & explained in the
class. The summary of the poem was written by the
students.

Micro Economics Students were introduced with a new chapter
'Introduction to Economics'. Wherein they came to
know about 'Micro & Macro Economics' & Production
Possibility Curve'.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

English Poem: Voice of the Rain was read & explained in the
class. The summary of the poem was written by the
students.

Psychology Ch-3 Base of the psychology started. Evolution and
perspectives done.

Micro Economics Students were introduced with a new chapter
'Introduction to Economics'. Wherein they came to
know about 'Micro & Macro Economics' & Production
Possibility Curve'.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 12- Science

Physics Completed the chapter Magnetism and matter.
The chapter ‘Atoms’ was completed in the class.

Physics Practical 1. Find the resistance of the Galvanometer by half
deflection method.



Chemistry Properties of potassium permanganate and general
properties and electronic configuration of f block elements
were discussed from the chapter d and f block elements.

Chemistry practical Students performed the Salt analysis in the laboratory.

Biology The evidence of evolution and the theories related to them
was discussed from the chapter Evolution.

Biology- Practical Students practised the Quadrat method to calculate the
plant population frequency and density.

English Ch5: Indigo was read and explained in the glass and notes
related to the same were given. Poem: Aunt Jennifer's
Tigers was read and explained and a short summary of the
poem was given to the students.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Integration”.Students have
solved textual sums based on integration by parts.

Computer How to upload a csv file, create,read,write csv file in Python.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 12- Commerce

English Ch5: Indigo was read and explained in the glass and
notes related to the same were given. Poem: Aunt
Jennifer's Tigers was read and explained and a short
summary of the poem was given to the students.

Indian Economics New chapter was introduced 'Environment and Sustainable
Development'. Wherein students understood about the
features of Environment and challenges of sustainable
development.

Business Studies Students were made to understand the concept of
planning. They have also been given the information
relating to different types of plan.

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of fundamentals relating to retirement of
partners. They will now be able to solve complex
problems.



Computer How to upload a csv file, create,read,write csv file in
Python.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

NURSERY GREEN COLOUR DAY: 10TH AUGUST 2023, THURSDAY

Nursery florets celebrated Green Colour day on 10th August 2023, Thursday,
wherein they were dressed in the shades of Green and they did a green leaves
activity as part of Green colour celebration.

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE INDEPENDENCE CELEBRATION: 11TH AUGUST
2023, FRIDAY

GRADE EVENTS & ACTIVITIES

NURSERY Nursery toddlers came dressed up in shades of tricolour to
participate in Independence day celebrations. They did various
class activities like sponge dabbing of tricolour, group discussion &
visual learning on National symbols and National flag.

LKG Lkg lil champs came dressed up in shades of tricolour and they all
together sang a patriotic mashup song in the special
assembly.Later they enjoyed doing the class activities which
included imprint, colouring, dabbing etc and also gleefully took the
takeaway of Independence day.

UKG Ukg blooming buds came dressed in their traditional dress of the
region/state from which they belong. And also they brought a
special food item of that region. They confidently spoke a few lines
of the traditional dress they have worn and also about the special
food item they brought. And also they enjoyed doing a class
activity.

C1 C1 lil masters enjoyed doing Ramp walk in their traditional attire.
And also enjoyed preparing Tulips in tricolour - which was a take
away for them and enjoyed watching Puppet show, teachers
performances & watched an Independence day Special movie.

C2 C2 lil orators enjoyed the Show & Tell activity wherein they showed



& talked a few lines about the object/flashcard they were
showing.They enjoyed doing craft activity and colouring activity in
the special worksheet for Independence day. Later they enjoyed
watching Puppet show, teachers performances & watched an
Independence day Special movie.

FIELD TRIP TO BARODA MUSEUM: (C3 TO C8):
Our little explorers visited the Baroda Museum and Picture art Gallery
where they saw a lot of exhibits targeted at children, a nice collection of
birds, and historical artifacts from Asia, Africa and Europe.

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH DAY & INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION - 11TH
AUGUST 2023

Special assembly was conducted to showcase the importance of these
days. Nukkad natak, patriotic song, dance, etc was included in the
assembly which students enjoyed.

PREPARATORY & MIDDLE STAGE INDEPENDENCE DAY- INTER CLASS
COMPETITIONS BASED ON PATRIOTIC THEMES : 11TH AUGUST 2023,
FRIDAY.

GRADE EVENTS & ACTIVITIES

C3 A wonderful Great Indian Personalities was showcased when our
Little wonders dressed in the fancy get up of famous and great
Indian Personalities- freedom fighters, Scientists, soldiers, Present
day leaders and Builders of great India.

C4 Our little nightingales filled the air with their marvellous Patriotic
songs by keeping the flame of patriotism within them on.

C5 The way to Indian Hearts is food. Our talented masterchefs won
hearts of all by presenting a healthy TRICOLOUR Salad in their own
innovative way of presentation.

C6 Students showcased their creative ideas by making beautiful items
using tricolour sheets. It started with a blank plain sheet and ended
in awesome creations through origami.

C7 Freedom refers to a state of independence where you can do what
you like without any restriction from anyone. Students were given
the topic freedom from _________ for poster making. Students
made posters on freedom from pollution, discrimination, addiction,
corruption, etc as they were given a choice to select their own
topic.



C8 Freedom refers to a state of independence where you can do what
you like without any restriction from anyone. A writing competition
was organised among the young Amicians about the theme:
Freedom from_______. Students expressed their view on freedom
from pollution, discrimination, addiction, corruption, etc as they
were given a choice to select their own topic.

WINNERS LIST OF INTER CLASS COMPETITION:

GRADE 3

1st position 2nd position 3rd position Consolatio
n

Kashika Singh
3A

Narayani
Tripathi 3A

Kartavya Ramteke
3A

Rajdeep
Shinde 3C

Dhrishat Rai 3A Mahit Mistry 3A Satva Prajapati
3B

Darshi Patel
3C

Sanvi Gajjar3B Naksh Rathod
3B

Vriwa Thakkar 3 B Tanisha
shah 3B

Gracy Virani
3C

Shivanshi
Pandey 3C

Jehan Mohite 3C Deepika
Pandey 3B

Vedant Dixit 3A Freya
Brahmkhatri 3C - -

Jwara Patel 3C - - -

GRADE 4

Reyansh
Prajapati 4B

Devanshi
Charan 4B

Raghav Mantri
4C

Priyanshu
Prajapati 4C

Hritvi Patel 4A Karaj Panchal
4C

Vivaan Sharma
4B

Anvi Sahu
4A

Ritvika Jain 4A Tathy Upadhyay
4B

Vansh Mishra
4B

Vedika
Sagar 4C

GRADE 5

Rutvam Soni
5B

Anuved Nikhate
5B

Yashvi Prajapati
5B Aarit Arya

5B

Aditi Maurya 5B Durva Patel 5A Anvesha
Bhardwaj 5B

Sanay 5A

Dhyey Gorasiya
5B

Hemshree
Maganti 5B

Vraj Dolia 5B RudraPal
Gohil 5B

- - - JasleenKaur
bath 5B



Grade 6

Naisargi
Sarvaiya -6B

Shrishti Patel-
6A

Cheshtha
Patel-6B

Sudhanshu-
6A

Harit Punjabi
-6A

Shrishti Singh-
6B

Vrati Patel- 6A Astha Patel
- 6A

Jahanvi
Bhatiya- 6A

Anvi Shinde -
6A

Saumiya
Makwana - 6A

Shreemayi
Bhatiya -6A

- - - Twincy Patel
-6B

Grade 7

Aditi Sharma -
7A

Arushi Parmar-
7B

Bhavya Jha -7B Tejas
Mantri-7B

Yoshita Patel
-7A

Divyen Khatri
-7A

Trisha Parmar-7A Veerajba
Dodiya -7B

Rimmi
Vaghela-7A

Ansh Shah - 7B Yashvi Panchal
-7B

Shourya
Singh -7B

Zaynab
Tinwala- 7B

- - -

Grade 8

Saumya Rai Daivik Soni Rishika Jain Forum
Solanki

Krina Panchal Saumya
Singh-2

Saumya Singh-1 Swati
Kumari

Yerik Kashyap Shreya Acharya Astha Jayswal Sakhi Rai

SECONDARY STAGE - INTERNATIONAL YOUTH DAY CELEBRATION - 11TH
AUGUST 2023

The INTERNATIONAL YOUTH DAY is dedicated to the role that young women and
men play in bringing change in tackling global issues and achieving sustainable
development. The theme for this year’s Youth day is Green Skills for
Youth:Towards a Sustainable World.
On the occasion, a special assembly was conducted by the students of Grade 9 to
12. Various programs like Talk, Speech on organ donation, Group song, Nukkat
Natak etc were presented. The main message conveyed through the programs
were “Today, the world is embarking on a green transition. The shift towards an
environmentally sustainable and climate-friendly world is critical not only for
responding to the global climate crisis but also for achieving the Sustainable
Development Goal. A successful transition towards a greener world will depend on
the development of green skills in the population. Green skills are “knowledge,
abilities, values and attitudes needed to live in, develop and support a sustainable
and resource-efficient society”.



STAR OF THE WEEK

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C12, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star Week - Student’s name Boy & Girl

Grade 1 A/B Jiyara Taviad (1A) Kush J Patel(1B)

Grade 1 C/D Tanay Mistry (1D) Saanviben Padariya 1C

Grade 2 A/B Kanishk Y Patel Kavya Dekavadiya (2B)

Grade 2 C/D Riyan R Sharma Devanshi Vasani 2D

Grade 3 A,B,C Shivanshi Pandey (3C) Meet Pathak (3A)

Grade 4A,B,C Pariti Aghara (4C) Harsh Baria (4B)

Grade 5 A,B Vraj Dodia (5 B) Durva Patel (5A)

Grade
6A,B/7A,B

Vrati Patel - 6A Adhya Thakor - 7B

Grade 8 - Arush Patel

Grade 9 to 12 - -




